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[1～13: 1 point each]

[1-4] Choose the one that best completes the sentence.

1. His hearing was _______ by an explosion at a construction site

near his home.

① impaired ② rehabilitated ③ promoted ④ enabled

2. Certain events have a huge, irreversible impact as seen in the

French Revolution, which brought about _______ social change.

① incidental ② circumstantial ③ drastic ④ moderate

3. He was on the _______ of moving on from the project when a

single late-night experiment proved successful.

① committee ② summit ③ decision ④ verge

4. We had to make sure that the old foes were not seated next to

each other because they _______ each other.

① admired ② trusted ③ detested ④ commended

[5-9] Choose the one that best replaces the underlined word.

5. When the historian ascribed the brick to the historic structure,

Hadrian’s Wall, none of his colleagues believed him.

① prescribed ② attributed ③ conscripted ④ contributed

6. The governor has championed the movement to ratify the Equal

Rights Amendment since taking office.

① patronized ② repealed ③ monopolized ④ defeated

7. While it is sadly too late for John, there is hope beyond these

dismal facts.

① depressing ② attested ③ undeniable ④ complicated

8. Although the detailed program of the conference is tentative at

this point, it has been announced, for sure, that there will be

three keynote speeches.

① tenable ② conclusive ③ putative ④ temporary

9. As a salesman, your cardinal rule is to do everything you can

to satisfy the customer.

① religious ② gigantic ③ principal ④ potential

[10-13] Choose the one that is closest in meaning to the

CONTEXTUAL meaning of the underlined word.

10. After the performance, the actors go offstage and come back

for the convention of the encore.

① agreement ② tradition ③ assembly ④ conference

11. She came a long way to see me, and I really enjoyed her

company over the weekend.

① guest ② companionship ③ enterprise ④ partner

12. I would never agree to do that even if I were assured of a

clean getaway.

① complete ② blank ③ virtuous ④ unsoiled

13. To my surprise, my question provoked a burst of anger from

the salesman.

① puncture ② explosion ③ fracture ④ rupture

[14～17: 1.5 points each]

[14-15] Choose the one that is closest in meaning to the

given sentence.

14. I had scarcely closed my eyes when the phone rang.

① The phone rang as soon as I closed my eyes.

② Just before I closed my eyes, the phone rang.

③ I managed to fall asleep despite the phone ringing.

④ I couldn’t sleep at the sound of the phone ringing.

15. The governor’s silence to the given question struck her

colleagues as helpless.

① The governor did not answer the question, which made her

colleagues helpless.

② Helplessness in the face of questions made the governor

strike her silent colleagues.

③ As she was silent when given the question, the governor’s

colleagues seemed to her as being helpless.

④ The governor’s colleagues thought she was helpless because

she remained silent after being questioned.

[16-17] Choose the one that best completes the sentence.

16. She peeled the woolen blanket from her lap, _______.

① revealing the pistol

② revealed the pistol

③ the pistol revealing

④ the revealed pistol

17. _______ for your advice, I would have made a serious mistake.

① If it had been not

② If not had it been

③ It had not been

④ Had it not been

[18～30: 2 points each]

[18-19] Choose the one that makes the sentence

grammatically INCORRECT.

18. The question is very ①understandable, but no one ②has found

a ③satisfied answer to it ④so far.

19. I have ①no idea how it will turn out, but I’m not worried

②in the slightest because it’s so clear ③that she knows

exactly ④that is going to look like.

[20-21] Choose the one that is grammatically INCORRECT.

20. ① He isn’t an engineer, and she isn’t either.

② He hasn’t finished yet, and she hasn’t either.

③ He didn’t work there, and neither did she.

④ He hasn’t seen John, and neither does she.

21. ① It is eager for Tom to please Jerry.

② It is hard for Tom to read the book.

③ It is important for Tom to find the exit.

④ It is dreadful for Tom to go to the place.
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[22-50] Read the following passages and answer the

questions.

[22-23] The ball drops in New York’s Times Square. The crowd

counts down to Big Ben chiming. Sydney Harbor erupts in

fireworks. However your city marks it, there’s something exciting

about welcoming in a new year and the fresh start it brings. On

New Year’s Day we push out into new waters. What friendships

and opportunities might we find? For all its excitement, though, a

new year can be unsettling. None of us knows the future or what

storms it may hold. Many New Year’s traditions reflect this:

Fireworks were invented in China to supposedly ward off evil

spirits and make a new season prosperous. And New Year’s

resolutions date back to the Babylonians who made vows to

appease their gods. Such acts were an attempt to make an

unknown future secure. When they weren’t making vows, the

Babylonians were busy conquering people. Today we push out

from the shore into (A)new, uncharted waters. There may be

overwhelming challenges awaiting us. Whatever we face, we need

to remind ourselves that we are not alone in this venture.

22. Which of the following is closest to what (A) refers to?

① Our unknown but secure future

② One year of life filled with uncertainties

③ Uncertainty of the success of our resolutions

④ A lot of things to be conquered ahead of us

23. According to the passage, which of the following is true?

① Most new year traditions date back to ancient China.

② The Chinese tried to expel evil spirits by means of fireworks.

③ New Year resolutions were originally intended for

self-improvement.

④ Babylonians tried to please their gods by waging war.

[24-25] Imagine clothing that changes shape to fit you.

Researchers searching for ways to reduce wasted textiles have

found a way to take advantage of keratin’s shape-memory

properties. The implications for the sustainable use of natural

resources are clear. With recycled keratin protein, we can reduce

the environmental impact of the textile and fashion industry. The

key to keratin’s shape-changing abilities is its hierarchical

structure. A single chain of keratin is arranged into a spring-like

structure known as an alpha-helix. Two of these chains twist

together to form a coiled coil. Many of these are assembled into

large fibers. The organization of the alpha helix and the connective

chemical bonds give the material both strength and shape memory.

To make an item, the material’s permanent shape is programmed

using a solution of hydrogen peroxide and monosodium phosphate.

Once the memory is set, it can be reprogrammed into new shapes.

Imagine having one item of clothing whose style you can change

daily to your preferred design; you (A)__________.

24. Which of the following best fits into (A)?

① may constantly be in shape

② need never shop for clothes again

③ become a true textile professional

④ will have a stronger memory

25. According to the passage, which of the following is true?

① Using keratin for clothing will increase the environmental

damage by the textile industry.

② The fashion industry is currently a highly sustainable

industry.

③ The large fibers are made of numerous alpha-helixes

straightened into long strands.

④ New shapes can be programmed into the keratin after the

basic shape is set.

[26-27] The brain is not the unchanging organ that we might

imagine. It not only goes on developing, changing, and

deteriorating with age, but also is substantially shaped by what

we do to it and by the experience of daily life. When I say

‘shaped,’ I’m not talking (A)_______; I’m talking literally. At a

micro-cellular level, the nerve cells, forming an infinitely complex

network and making up the constituent parts of the brain, actually

change in response to certain experiences and stimuli. The brain,

in other words, is (B)_______ not just in early childhood, as is

widely believed, but right through adulthood. The surrounding

environment has a huge impact both on the way our brains

develop and how that brain is transformed into a unique human

mind.

26. Which of the following is the passage mainly about?

① There are critical periods that have a profound impact on

the brain.

② The brain mechanism is relatively insensitive to external

influences.

③ The brain undergoes a process of change throughout human

life.

④ There is no particular pattern in which the human brain

matures.

27. Which of the following ordered pairs best fits into (A) and

(B)?

① rhetorically - vulnerable

② metaphorically - inflexible

③ equivocally - pliable

④ figuratively - malleable

[28-30] A Massachusetts police officer declined to charge two

women accused of trying to steal groceries―and instead bought

them Christmas dinner. Officer Matt Lima responded to a report of

shoplifting on December 20th at a Stop & Shop location, where

two women with two young children were accused of putting

groceries into bags at a self-checkout kiosk (A)_______. The

women said they had fallen on hard times and were trying to

provide a Christmas dinner for the children. Lima says he was

reminded of his own children and used his own money to buy

$250 in grocery gift cards. “His actions exemplify what it means

to protect and serve the members of our community,” Chief

George McNeil said on the department’s website. Lima told a local

TV station the women were “thankful” and “shocked.” “I just did

what I felt was right,” he told the reporter. “It’s not about me,

(B)I just tried to put myself in that family’s shoes and show a

little bit of empathy.”

28. Which of the following is the major topic of the passage?

① A generous act of a police officer

② Frequent shop-lifting of groceries

③ A televised theft at Stop & Shop

④ Police officers on duty at Christmas

29. Which of the following best fits into (A)?

① by jumping the line ② without a cashier’s help

③ without scanning them ④ not knowing how to proceed

30. Which of the following is closest in meaning to (B)?

① I tried to understand the situation from their perspective.

② I thought objectively about the consequences of their

criminal act.

③ I understood their dire situation from the condition of their

shoes.

④ I assessed their situation from a law-enforcement point of

view.
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[31～40: 2.5 points each]

[31-32] When you discover the power of speaking less and

listening more, your whole attitude shifts. The question of ‘How to

win an argument?’ changes into ‘What can I learn from it?’

Amardeep Parmar put it beautifully by saying, “Not every situation

needs losers.” And when there are no losers, you also think

differently about what it means to win. From this perspective,

winning an argument means growing from it as much as possible,

rather than defeating anyone. This way, everyone involved can be

a winner. To make that possible, people must not just speak but

also listen. While listening to someone you disagree with may not

be easy, remembering these three tips may help. You can’t force

anyone to change their mind no matter how hard you try. Winning

an argument is about the feeling you want to create, (A)_______.

If you want to have a constructive debate, stop attaching your

self-worth to ‘being right.’ If you remember these, speaking less

and listening more will become second nature. You won’t have to

force yourself to do it. You’ll be a winner in every argument

without needing to fight for it.

31. Which of the following is the best title for the passage?

① All that Matters is that You Listen More

② Differences between Winning and Losing an Argument

③ Competitive Debate: A Key to be Constructive

④ What You Can Learn from Your Second Nature

32. Which of the following best fits into (A)?

① not the listening

② not the emotion

③ not the outcome

④ not the perspective

[33-34] From its very origins in resistance to revolutionary

movements in the late 18th century, conservatism has had two

broad contrasting moods. The first is an attachment to the world

as it is, and a resistance to too drastic a change in anything. The

second is an attachment to what once was―and a radical desire to

overturn the present in order to restore the past. Some have

attempted to distinguish these two responses by defining

conservatism as the more moderate version and (A)reactionism as

the more virulent. But Edmund Fawcett, in Conservatism: The

Fight for a Tradition, a truly magisterial survey of the thought

and actions of conservatives in Britain, France, Germany, and the

United States, insists more interestingly that they are both part of

conservatism in its different moods.

33. According to the passage, which of the following is most likely

to be in line with the first mood of conservatism?

① A strong aspiration for a promising future

② A desire to reinstate the ways of the past

③ A quest for an alternative way of life

④ A defense of the status quo against disruption

34. According to the passage, which of the following is true of

(A)?

① It is a mild version of conservatism.

② It has a strong desire for restoring past values.

③ It has a tendency to undermine traditional values.

④ It is excluded from conservatism by Fawcett.

[35-37] Medical illustrations have been made possibly since the

beginning of the science of medicine. Many illuminated

manuscripts and Arabic scholarly treatises of the medieval period

contained illustrations representing various anatomical systems,

pathologies, or treatment methodologies. Many of these illustrations

can look odd to modern eyes, since they reflect early reliance on

classical art rather than direct observation, and thus, the

representation of internal structures can be (A)_______. An early

high-water mark was the 1543 publication of Andreas Vesalius’s

De Humani Corporis Fabrica Libri Septum, which contained more

than 600 exquisite woodcut illustrations based on careful

observation of human dissection. Since the time of the Leonardo

da Vinci and his depictions of the human form, there have been

great advancements in the art of representing the human body.

The art has evolved over time from hand-drawn illustration to

digital imaging using the technological advancements of the digital

age. Berengario da Carpi was the first known anatomist to include

medical illustration within his textbooks. Gray’s Anatomy, originally

published in 1858, is one well-known human anatomy textbook

that showcases a variety of anatomy depiction techniques.

35. Which of the following is the best title of the passage?

① Development of Surgical Skills

② History of Medical Illustration

③ Evolution of Digital Imaging Techniques

④ Development of Anatomical Knowledge in Art

36. Which of the following best fits into (A)?

① fanciful ② authentic

③ organized ④ realistic

37. According to the passage, which of the following is NOT

true?

① Arab scholars had illustrations in their medical works.

② Andreas Vesalius’s book had woodblock depictions of human

body.

③ After Leonardo da Vinci, great development in medical art

occurred.

④ Gray’s Anatomy was the first textbook containing

digital-imaging illustrations.
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[38-40] Scientists nowadays point out that morality in fact has

deep evolutionary roots pre-dating the appearance of humankind

by millions of years. All social mammals, such as wolves,

dolphins, and monkeys, have ethical codes adapted by evolution to

promote group cooperation. For example, when wolf cubs play

with one another, they have ‘fair game’ rules. If a cub bites too

hard or continues to bite an opponent that has rolled on his back

and surrendered, the other cubs will stop playing with him. In

chimpanzee bands, dominant members are expected to respect the

property rights of weaker members. If a junior female chimpanzee

finds a banana, even the alpha male will usually avoid stealing it

for himself. If he breaks this rule, he is likely to lose status. Apes

not only avoid taking advantage of weak group members, but

sometimes actively help them. A male pygmy chimpanzee called

Kidogo, who lived in the Milwaukee County Zoo, suffered from a

serious heart condition that made him feeble and confused. When

he was first moved to the zoo, he could neither orient himself nor

understand the instructions of the human care-takers. When the

other chimpanzees understood his (A)_______, they intervened.

They often took Kidogo by the hand and led him wherever he

needed to go. If Kidogo became lost, he would utter loud distress

signals and some ape would rush to help.

38. Which of the following is the best title for the passage?

① Violations of ‘Fair Game’ Rules by Primates

② The Evolutionary History of Social Mammals

③ Cooperative Animal Behavior as the Origin of Morality

④ Similarity of Human and Chimpanzee Morality

39. Which of the following best fits into (A)?

① prerogative ② predicament

③ personality ④ preference

40. According to the passage, which of the following is NOT

true?

① All social beings prefer group cooperation to ethical codes.

② Low status apes expect dominant ones to respect their

possessions.

③ If a wolf cub keeps biting too hard, the other cubs will stop

playing with him.

④ Other chimpanzees helped Kidogo because they knew he

was ill.

[41～50: 3 points each]

[41-42] In England, Orwell’s Animal Farm was mostly favorably

reviewed, notably by Cyril Connolly, and the initial print run of

4,500 copies sold out within a few days, as did subsequent print

runs. Orwell, after years of relative neglect, found himself feted

and in demand. The book also broke through in the United States.

It was an American Book of the Month Club selection, which

meant 540,000 copies were printed, and was reviewed by the

celebrated critic Edmund Wilson in The New Yorker, who said it

was “absolutely first rate” and predicted that Orwell would emerge

as one of “the ablest and most interesting writers that the English

have produced in this period.” A few weeks before his death on

January 21st, 1950, Orwell, now mortally sick, said darkly: “I’ve

made all this money and now I’m going to die.” In the 1950s, the

CIA used Animal Farm as a source of anti-Soviet propaganda and

circulated huge numbers of copies. It was of course banned in the

Soviet Union and its satellites, and even today it is outlawed in

many oppressive states.

41. According to the passage, which of the following is NOT true

of Animal Farm?

① It was reviewed by critics in England.

② The number of its initial-print copies didn’t meet the demand.

③ It sold well in England and the United States.

④ It is still used to overthrow oppressive regimes.

42. According to the passage, which of the following is NOT true

of Orwell?

① He was not widely popular until publishing Animal Farm.

② He was highly praised by Edmund Wilson.

③ He was successful at the time of his death.

④ He was defamed by the CIA’s use of Animal Farm.

[43-44] ‘Whitewashing’ refers to casting white actors as characters

who are non-white or of indeterminate race. For decades,

whitewashing has taken a diverse, multicultural world and made it

one color. The resulting world according to movies, TV, music,

art, literature, and history often tends to be almost 100 percent

white. This picture has never been particularly pretty. Racism and

white supremacy factor into (A)this monochromatic alternate

universe, where white dominates the big picture, pushing other

colors to the sidelines or out of the frame entirely. Ultimately,

whitewashing in Hollywood causes the credibility of movies to

suffer, which is sadly typical in an industry cluttered with

historically inaccurate films. It drastically slashes opportunities for

actors of color, who are already shut out of white roles and now

must compete with white actors for non-white parts. In and out of

Hollywood, whitewashing also negatively affects children in

minority groups, who grow up seeing very few authentic

representations of themselves in entertainment, art, and history.

The result is that whites can portray anybody and everybody,

while people of color are not only prohibited from being whites but

also cannot even be themselves.

43. According to the passage, which of the following is true?

① Non-white actors benefit greatly from whites portraying

anybody.

② Whitewashing increases the credibility of Hollywood movies.

③ Using white actors in non-white roles creates an

inauthenticity of portrayal.

④ Whitewashing reflects the world in an ugly, but realistic

way.

44. Which of the following is closest in meaning to (A)?

① An imaginary world with only white people

② The inclusion of black and white people in film

③ An alternative view of racism in America

④ The time when there were no whites in America
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[45-47] In the 1990s, there was a wave of research demonstrating

the shocking consequences of touch deprivation on human

development. Several studies showed that children from Romanian

orphanages, who were barely touched in the first years of life, had

cognitive and behavioral deficits later on, as well as significant

differences in brain development. In adulthood, people with reduced

social contact have a higher risk of dying earlier compared with

people with strong social relationships. (A)_______: for instance,

even gentle touch has been shown to increase the amount of food

intake in a group of institutionalized elderly adults, leading to

better health. Science is now beginning to provide an account of

why touch matters so much. Touch on the skin can reduce heart

rate, blood pressure, and cortisol levels―all factors related to

stress―in both adults and babies. It facilitates the release of

oxytocin, a hormone that provides sensations of calm, relaxation,

and being at peace with the world. Every time we hug a friend or

snuggle a pet, oxytocin is released in our body, giving us that

feel-good sensation. (B)_______, oxytocin reinforces our motivation

to seek and maintain contact with others, which assists in the

development of humans’ socially oriented brains. Oxytocin also

plays a vital role in the relationship we have with ourselves.

45. Which of the following is the best title of the passage?

① Shocking Experiments in Romanian Orphanages

② Touch Motivation by Oxytocin Secretion in the Body

③ The Importance of Touch and its Scientific Analysis

④ Cortisol vs. Oxytocin: A Delicate Balance in the Body

46. Which of the following best fits into (A)?

① The risks of touch deficit are evident

② Social bonding is forged by touch

③ Touch is especially important as we age

④ Touch intensity is what matters most

47. Which of the following best fits into (B)?

① Nevertheless

② In this way

③ On the other hand

④ Quite surprisingly

[48-50] A lobster needs a safe hiding place to rest, free from

predators and the forces of nature. However, there may be only a

small number of high-quality shelters. This means that lobsters

often encounter one another when out exploring. A lobster has

complex defensive and aggressive behaviors in conflict. It begins

to dance around, like a boxer, opening and raising its claws,

moving backward, forward, and side to side, mirroring its

opponent. At the same time, it employs special jets under its eyes

to direct streams of liquid at its opponent. The liquid spray

contains a mix of chemicals that tell the other lobster about its

size, sex, health, and mood. Sometimes one lobster can tell

immediately from the display of claw size that it is much smaller

than its opponent, and will back down without a fight. The

chemical information exchanged in the spray can have the same

effect, i.e., (A)_______. If the two lobsters are very close in size

and apparent ability, however, or if the exchange of liquid has

been insufficiently informative, they will proceed to the next level.

With antennae whipping madly and claws folded downward, one

will advance, and the other retreat. Then the defender will

advance, and the aggressor retreat. After a couple of rounds of

this behavior, the more nervous of the lobsters may feel that

continuing is not in his best interest. He will flick his tail

reflexively, dart backwards, and vanish, to try his luck elsewhere.

However, if neither blinks, the lobsters move to the final stage,

which involves genuine combat.

48. Which of the following is the major topic of the passage?

① Best shelters for lobsters in the ocean

② Lobsters’ defense mechanisms in combat

③ Ways lobsters resolve territorial conflicts

④ Lobsters’ offensive and defensive dances

49. Which of the following best fits into (A)?

① displaying its fury to its opponent

② convincing a less healthy lobster to retreat

③ conveying the message about their territorial claim

④ commencing the combat dance to win the shelter

50. According to the passage, which of the following is true?

① Supply and demand for shelter promotes cooperation.

② The liquid exchange provides sufficient information about the

desired shelter.

③ A combat dance involves whipping claws and folding

antennae.

④ Claw size is an early consideration for deciding whether to

fight.


